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Abstract—This paper proposes an optimization strategy to1

assist utility operators to recover power distribution systems2

after large outages. Specifically, a mixed-integer linear pro-3

gramming (MILP) model is developed for co-optimizing crews,4

resources, and network operations. The MILP model coordinates5

damage isolation, network reconfiguration, distributed generator6

re-dispatch, and crew/resource logistics. In addition, a framework7

for integrating different types of photovoltaic (PV) systems in the8

restoration process is developed. We consider two different types9

of crews, namely, line crews for damage repair and tree crews for10

obstacle removal. We also model the repair resource logistic con-11

straints. Furthermore, a new algorithm is developed for solving12

the distribution system repair and restoration problem (DSRRP).13

The algorithm starts by solving DSRRP using an assignment-14

based method, then a neighborhood search method is designed15

to iteratively improve the solution. The proposed method is val-16

idated on modified IEEE 123- and 8500-bus distribution test17

systems.18

Index Terms—Outage management, power distribution system,19

repair crews, routing, service restoration.20

NOMENCLATURE21

Sets and Indices22

m/n Indices for damaged components and depots23

c, r, w Index for crews, resources and depots24

i/j Indices for buses25

k Index for distribution line connecting i and j26

t, ϕ Index for time and phase number27

CL, CT Set of line and tree crews28

N Set of damaged components and the depot29

N(c) Set of components assigned to crew c30
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�B,�P Set of buses and depots 31

�DK,�DT Set of damaged lines and lines damaged by 32

trees. 33

�ES,�PV Set of BESSs and PVs 34

�G,�Sub Set of buses with dispatchable generators and 35

substations 36

�K(.,i) Set of lines with bus i as the to bus 37

�K(i,.) Set of lines with bus i as the from bus 38

�K(l) Set of lines in loop l 39

�SW Set of lines with switches. 40

Parameters 41

CapR
r The capacity required to carry resource r 42

CapC
c The maximum capacity of crew c 43

E/E
S
i The minimum/maximum energy state of BESS 44

i 45

Iri,t Solar irradiance at bus i and time t 46

Rm,r The number of type r resources required to 47

repair damaged component m 48

ResD
w,r The number of type r resources that are located 49

in depot w 50

ρD
i , ρSW The cost of shedding the load at bus i and cost 51

of switching 52

M Large positive number 53

P/QD
i,ϕ,t Diversified active/reactive demand at bus i, 54

phase ϕ and time t 55

P/QU
i,ϕ,t Undiversified active/reactive demand at bus i 56

and phase ϕ 57

S, P̄PV
i The kVA and kW rating of PV i 58

SES
i The kVA rating of BESS i 59

Tm,c The estimated time needed to repair ( clear the 60

trees at) damaged component m for line (tree) 61

crew c 62

trm,n Travel time between m and n 63

φ0
c /φ1

c Start/End location of crew c 64

Zk The impedance matrix of line k 65

pk Vector with binary entries for representing the 66

phases of line k 67

ak Vector representing the ratio between the pri- 68

mary and secondary voltages for each phase of 69

the voltage regulator on line k 70

δw,c Binary parameter equals 1 if crew c is posi- 71

tioned in depot w 72

ηc, ηd,�t Charging and discharging efficiency, and the 73

time step duration. 74
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Decision Variables75

AL/T
m,c Binary variable equal to 1 if component m is76

assigned to line/tree crew c77

ResC
c,w,r Number of type r resources that crew c obtains78

from depot w79

γk,t Binary variable indicates whether switch k is80

operated in time t81

Sk A vector representing the apparent power of82

each phase for line k at time t83

Ui,t A vector representing the squared voltage mag-84

nitude of each phase for bus i at time t85

Xi,t Binary variable equal to 0 if bus i is in an outage86

area at time t87

Ec,m,r The number of type r resources that crew c has88

before repairing damaged component m89

ES
i,t Energy state of BESS i at time t90

αm,c Arrival time of crew c at damaged component m91

fm,t Binary variable equal to 1 if damaged compo-92

nent m is repaired at time t93

LL,LT The expected times of the last repair conducted94

by the line and tree crews95

Pch/dch
i,ϕ,t Active power charge/discharge of the BESS at96

bus i97

P/QL
i,ϕ,t Active/reactive load supplied at bus i, phase ϕ98

and time t99

P/QPV
i,ϕ,t The active/reactive power output of the PV at100

bus i101

P/QG
i,ϕ,t Active/reactive power generated by DG at bus i,102

phase ϕ and time t103

P/QK
k,ϕ,t Active/reactive power flowing on line k, phase ϕ104

and time t105

Pc,w A positive penalty term for the excess capacity106

that crew c requires from depot w107

t̄r Maximum travel time for the crews108

uk,t Binary variables indicating the status of the109

line k at time t110

uES
i,t Binary variable equals 1 if the BESS is charging111

and 0 for discharging112

vS
i,t, vf

k,t Virtual power generated at bus i and the virtual113

flow on line k114

xm,n,c Binary variable indicating whether crew c115

moves from damaged components m to n.116

yi,t Connection status of the load at bus i and time t117

zw,c Binary variable equal to 1 if crew c require118

additional resources from depot w.119

I. INTRODUCTION120

THE COMBINATION of an aging electrical grid and a dra-121

matic increase in severe storms has resulted in increasing122

large-scale power outages. In 2016, the average outage dura-123

tion for customers ranged from 27 minutes in Nebraska to124

6 hours in West Virginia, while 20 hours in South Carolina125

due to Hurricane Matthew [1]. The year 2017 experienced126

18 major weather events around the world. The 2017 outages127

that were caused by hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria alone128

have cost the U.S. around $202 billion [2]. Currently, utilities129

schedule the repairs using a list of predefined restoration pri- 130

orities based on previous experiences, and network operation 131

and repair scheduling are split into two different processes. 132

This kind of approach does not capture the interdependence 133

nature of the crew routing and network operation problems. 134

Some customers cannot be served until the damaged lines are 135

repaired, and the switching operation can affect the priori- 136

ties of the repairs. Utilities commonly rely on the experiences 137

of the operators. Our aim is to provide utilities with a bet- 138

ter distribution system restoration decision-making process for 139

coordinating crew scheduling, resource logistics, and network 140

operations. 141

Earlier work on distribution system restoration focused on 142

network reconfiguration. In [3], a mixed-integer conic program 143

and mixed-integer linear program (MILP) were developed 144

for network reconfiguration with the objective of minimiz- 145

ing the losses. The developed model included a spanning 146

tree approach to enforce radiality and incorporated distributed 147

generators (DGs). A MILP model and the genetic algorithm 148

were used in [4] for distribution network reconfiguration. The 149

authors used graph theory to model the distribution network. 150

Reference [5] proposed a decentralized agent-based method 151

for service restoration. The developed approach divided the 152

distribution system into several zones, where each zone was 153

represented by an agent. The role of each agent was to main- 154

tain radial topology and operation limits and to maximize the 155

served loads. 156

Recent studies investigated the use of microgrids for 157

distribution system restoration. The operation of multiple 158

microgrids, with defined boundaries, in coordination with the 159

distribution system has been investigated in [6] and [7]. The 160

papers used stochastic programming for distribution system 161

restoration with high penetration of DGs, including pho- 162

tovoltaic (PV) systems and battery energy storage systems 163

(BESS). A decentralized method for coordinating networked 164

microgrids and the distribution system was presented in [8]. 165

The authors modeled the operation of each microgrid as a 166

second-order cone program and the coordination between the 167

entities was achieved using the alternating direction method 168

of multipliers algorithm. Other studies proposed sectionaliz- 169

ing the distribution network into microgrids; i.e., microgrids 170

with dynamic boundaries. The authors in [9] presented a 171

MILP for microgrid formation of radial distribution networks 172

to restore critical loads after outages. In [10], the authors 173

developed a two-stage stochastic mixed-integer nonlinear pro- 174

gram to sectionalize the distribution network into multiple self- 175

supplied microgrids. The paper included dispatchable DGs, 176

such as microturbines and BESS, and PV systems. PVs and 177

BESS were also considered in [11] for load restoration after 178

wildfires. 179

Although distribution system restoration has been long 180

studied, there exist few efforts on integrating repair schedul- 181

ing with recovery operation in power distribution systems. 182

A pre-hurricane crew mobilization mathematical model was 183

presented in [12] for transmission networks. The authors 184

used stochastic optimization to determine the number of 185

crews to be mobilized to the potential damage locations. 186

Also, the authors proposed a post-hurricane MILP model to 187
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assign repair crews to damaged components without con-188

sidering the travel times and repair sequence. In [13], the189

authors developed a stochastic program that assigns crews to190

substations in order to inspect and repair the damage, but191

the approach neglected crew routing. The authors in [14]192

presented a two-stage approach to decouple the crew rout-193

ing and power restoration models in transmission systems. A194

MILP is solved in the first stage to find the priority of the dam-195

aged lines, and the routing problem is solved in the second196

stage using Constraint Programming. In [15], we developed197

a MILP that combines the distribution network operation and198

crew routing problems. The model was solved using a cluster-199

first route-second approach. Also, we developed a stochastic200

mixed integer linear program (SMIP) in [16] to solve the201

same problem with uncertainty. The problem was decomposed202

into two subproblems and solved using parallel progressive203

hedging.204

Several critical factors have been neglected in the previous205

work on this topic. First, when scheduling the crews, one206

must consider the different types of crews. There are mainly207

two types of crews: 1) line crews who are responsible for208

the actual repair of grid components; and 2) tree crews who209

remove obstacles in the damage sites before the line crews210

start the repairing work. The mathematical model for optimiz-211

ing the crew schedule must include both types of crews to212

obtain an applicable solution. In terms of distribution system213

operation, the previous work did not include isolation of the214

damaged lines, which is imperative as the crews cannot repair215

a downed line until the power is cut off. Also, the connectivity216

of PV systems during outages in related work [7], [10], [11]217

does not represent the current practice. Due to technical, safety218

and regulatory issues, most on-grid (grid-tied) PV systems are219

disconnected during an outage (this is known as anti-islanding220

protection) [17]. On-grid PVs are required by law to have221

inverters with anti-islanding function [18].222

In this paper, we improve our previous work in [15]223

and [16] by considering the 3-phase operation of the dis-224

tribution network and modeling fault isolation constraints,225

coordinating tree and line crews, and resource logistics in the226

distribution system repair and restoration problem (DSRRP).227

Furthermore, a new framework for modeling different types228

of PV systems is developed. There are three main types of229

PV systems that are considered: 1) On-grid system: this type230

of PV is disconnected during an outage; 2) Hybrid on/off-grid231

(PV with BESS): the PV system operates on-grid in normal232

conditions, and off-grid during an outage (serves local load233

only); 3) PV + BESS with grid forming capabilities [19]: this234

system can restore part of the network that is not damaged235

if the fault is isolated. The idea of the proposed approach236

is to use a virtual network in parallel with the actual dis-237

tribution network, and develop a mathematical formulation238

based on graph theory to identify the energized buses and the239

connectivity status of the PVs.240

The crew routing problem is equivalent to the vehicle241

routing problem (VRP). VRP is an NP-hard combinatorial242

optimization problem that has been studied for a long time243

and remains challenging [20]. Combining VRP with the244

operation of distribution systems will further increase the245

complexity, therefore, some researchers opted to decouple 246

the two problems [14]. In this paper, a tri-stage algorithm 247

is developed to solve the proposed co-optimization model. 248

The algorithm starts by solving an assignment problem, where 249

the crews are assigned to the damaged components based 250

on the expected working hours, distances between the crews 251

and the outage locations, and the capacity of the crews. In the 252

second stage, the DSRRP is solved with the crews dispatched 253

to the assigned components from the first stage. In the third 254

stage, a neighborhood search approach [21] is used to itera- 255

tively improve the routing decisions obtained from stage two. 256

The algorithm is used in a dynamically changing environment 257

to handle the uncertainty of the repair time and other param- 258

eters. The contributions of this paper are summarized in the 259

following: 260

• For the recovery operation of distribution systems, a 261

mathematical formulation is developed for fault isolation 262

and service restoration. Moreover, a formulation based on 263

graph theory is developed for modeling the connectivity 264

of PV systems during an outage. 265

• For crew routing, we model the coordination of line and 266

tree crews as well as resource pick up. Equipment is 267

needed to repair the damaged lines, however, a crew can 268

only carry a limited number of supplies. Therefore, the 269

crews need to go back to the depots and pick up additional 270

supplies. 271

• A new hybrid algorithm that combines mathematical 272

programming and the neighborhood search method is 273

designed to solve the computationally difficult repair and 274

restoration problem. The algorithm is tested on modified 275

IEEE 123- and IEEE 8500-bus distribution systems. 276

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 277

develops the DSRRP mathematical formulation and Section III 278

presents the algorithm for solving the model. The simulation 279

results are presented in Section IV, and Section V concludes 280

this paper. 281

II. DISTRIBUTION NETWORK REPAIR AND RESTORATION 282

During extreme events, the outage management system 283

(OMS) receives real-time data of the condition of the network 284

from field devices, customer calls, and smart meters. Using the 285

collected data, the OMS can estimate the locations of the out- 286

ages, and the operator will dispatch field assessors to identify 287

and document the exact locations of the damage. The DSRRP 288

model can be incorporated in the OMS, where the model is 289

solved to obtain the repair and restoration solution. The crew 290

schedule is sent to the work management system (WMS), 291

which communicates the tasks to the crews. The restoration 292

plan and operations are sent to the distribution management 293

system (DMS) and the system operator to confidently control 294

the switches and DGs. 295

In this paper, we assume that the assessors have located 296

the damaged lines, and estimated the repair time and required 297

resources. This section presents the mathematical model for 298

coordinating line and tree crews, and the recovery operation 299

of the network. 300
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A. Objective301

min
∑

∀t

⎛

⎝
∑

∀ϕ

∑

∀i

(
1 − yi,t

)
ρD

i PD
i,ϕ,t + ρSW

∑

k∈�SW

γk,t

⎞

⎠ (1)302

The first term in objective (1) minimizes the cost of load shed-303

ding, while the second term minimizes the cost of operating304

the switches. The base load shedding cost is assumed to be305

$14/kWh in this paper [22], and the base cost is multiplied306

by the load priority to obtain ρD
i . The switch operation cost307

is set to be $8/time [23].308

B. Cold Load Pickup309

PL
i,ϕ,t = yi,tP

D
i,ϕ,t + (

yi,t − yi,max(t−λ,0)

)
PU

i,ϕ,t, ∀i, ϕ, t (2)310

QL
i,ϕ,t = yi,tQ

D
i,ϕ,t + (

yi,t − yi,max(t−λ,0)

)
QU

i,ϕ,t, ∀i, ϕ, t (3)311

yi,t+1 ≥ yi,t , ∀i, t (4)312

Constraints (2)-(3) set up the cold load pickup (CLPU)313

constraint [16]. In this paper, we employ two blocks to rep-314

resent CLPU as suggested in [24]. The first block is for the315

undiversified load PU and the second for the diversified load316

PD (i.e., the steady-state load consumption). The use of two317

blocks decreases the computational burden imposed by non-318

linear characteristics of CLPU and provides a conservative319

operation assumption to guarantee supply-load balance. Define320

λ as the number of time steps required for the load to return to321

normal condition. The value of λ is equal to the CLPU dura-322

tion divided by the time step. The function max(t − λ, 0), is323

used to avoid negative time steps. If at time step t = t1, a load324

goes from a de-energized state (yi,t1−1 = 0) to an energized325

one (yi,t1 = 1), it returns to normal condition at time step326

t = t1 + λ. PU
i,ϕ,t is added to PD

i,ϕ,t before time step t1 + λ to327

represent the undiversified load. We assume that the duration328

of the CLPU decaying process is one hour [24], and the total329

load at pickup time is 200% of the steady state value [26];330

i.e., PU
i,ϕ,t is set to be equal to PD

i,ϕ,t. Constraint (4) indicates331

that once a load is served it cannot be shed.332

C. Power Limits333

0 ≤ PG
i,ϕ,t ≤ PGmax

i , ∀i, ϕ, t (5)334

0 ≤ QG
i,ϕ,t ≤ QGmax

i , ∀i, ϕ, t (6)335

−uk,tP
Kmin
k ≤ PK

k,t ≤ uk,tP
Kmax
k , ∀k, t (7)336

−uk,tQ
Kmin
k ≤ QK

k,t ≤ uk,tQ
Kmax
k , ∀k, t (8)337

Constraints (5)-(8) define the active and reactive power lim-338

its of the DGs and lines. The limits on the line-flow constraints339

are multiplied by uk,t so that if a line is damaged or a switch340

is opened, there will be no power flowing on it.341

D. Power Flow Equations342

∑

∀k∈K(.,i)

PK
k,ϕ,t + PG

i,ϕ,t + PPV
i,ϕ,t + Pdch

i,ϕ,t343

=
∑

∀k∈K(i,.)

PK
k,ϕ,t + PL

i,ϕ,t + Pch
i,ϕ,t,∀i, ϕ, t (9)344

∑

∀k∈K(.,i)

QK
k,ϕ,t + QG

i,ϕ,t + QPV
i,ϕ,t + QES

i,ϕ,t 345

=
∑

∀k∈K(i,.)

QK
k,ϕ,t + QL

i,ϕ,t,∀i, ϕ, t (10) 346

Uj,t − Ui,t + Z̄kS∗
k + Z̄

∗
kSk 347

≤ (
2 − uk,t − pk

)
M,∀k ∈ �L, t (11) 348

Uj,t − Ui,t + Z̄kS∗
k + Z̄

∗
kSk 349

≥ −(2 − uk,t − pk

)
M,∀k ∈ �L, t (12) 350

Constraints (9)-(10) are 3-phase active and reactive power 351

node balance constraints. Constraints (11)-(12) represent 352

Kirchhoff’s voltage law. Si,j ∈ C
3×1 is the three-phase appar- 353

ent power from bus i and j, and Ui = [|Va
i |2, |Vb

i |2, |Vc
i |2]T . 354

The matrix Z̄i,j equals A � Zi,j, where Zi,j ∈ C
3×3 is the 355

impedance matrix of the line, and A is a phase shift matrix. 356

Detailed derivation of (11) and (12) is provided in [25]. The 357

big M method is used to decouple the voltages between lines 358

that are disconnected or damaged. Also, if line k(i, j) is two- 359

phase (e.g., phases a and c), then the voltage constraint is only 360

applied to these two phases, which is realized by including pk. 361

The vector pk ∈ {0, 1}3×1 represents the phases of line k; e.g., 362

for line k with phases a, c, pk = [1, 0, 1]. 363

E. Reconfiguration and Isolation 364

Xi,tUmin ≤ Ui,t ≤ Xi,tUmax , ∀i, t (13) 365

2uk,t ≥ Xi,t + Xj,t,∀k ∈ �DK, t (14) 366

uk,t = 1,∀k 	∈ {�SW ∪ �DK}, t (15) 367∑

k∈�K(l)

uk,t ≤ ∣∣�K(l)
∣∣− 1,∀l, t (16) 368

γk,t ≥ uk,t − uk,t−1,∀k ∈ �SW , t (17) 369

γk,t ≥ uk,t−1 − uk,t,∀k ∈ �SW , t (18) 370

Constraint (13) ensures that the voltage is within a spec- 371

ified limit, and is set to equal to 0 if the bus is in an 372

on-outage area. Constraint (14) sets the values of Xi and Xj 373

to be 0 if the line is damaged, therefore, the voltages on the 374

buses between damaged lines are forced to be 0 using con- 375

straint (13). Subsequently, the zero voltage propagates on the 376

rest of the network through constraints (11) and (12) until a 377

circuit breaker (CB) or sectionalizer stops the propagation. If 378

the voltages on two connected buses are zero, then the power 379

flow is forced to be zero through constraints (11) and (12). 380

Constraint (15) defines the default status of the lines that are 381

not damaged or not switchable. Constraint (16) is the radiality 382

constraint. Radiality is enforced by introducing constraints for 383

ensuring that at least one of the lines of each possible loop in 384

the network is open [27]. A depth-first search method is used 385

to identify the possible loops in the network and the lines 386

associated with them. Constraint (17)-(18) are used in order 387

to limit the number of switching operations. We assume that 388

all switches are remotely controllable. Let γk,t equal to 1 if 389

the line switches its status from 0 (off) to 1 (on), or 1 (on) to 390

0 (off). This variable is included in the objective to minimize 391

the number of switching operations. 392
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F. PV Systems393

In this study, we consider three types of PV systems:394

• Type 1: on-grid (grid-tied) PV (�G
PV ): during an outage,395

the PV is switched off. This type of PV is the most com-396

monly used one especially for residential customers [28].397

The on-grid system uses a standard grid-tied inverter and398

does not have any battery storage.399

• Type 2: hybrid on-grid/off-grid PV + BESS (�H
PV ):400

this system is an on-grid system that can disconnect401

from the grid after an outage and uses battery backup402

supply.403

• Type 3: grid-forming PV + BESS (�C
PV ): this system404

is an on-grid system that can support a large section of405

the network [19]. After an outage, the PV and battery406

system can provide energy to the healthy parts of the407

network.408

1) PV Active and Reactive Power: The active and reactive409

powers of a PV depend on the rating of the solar cell and410

the solar irradiance. The active output power from the PVs411

is determined using constraints (19) and (20). The PV invert-412

ers can provide reactive power support, which is constrained413

by (21) and (22) [29].414

PPV
i,ϕ,t = Iri,t

(1000W/m2)
P

PV
i ,∀i ∈ �PV\�G

PV , ϕ, t (19)415

PPV
i,ϕ,t = Xi,t

Iri,t

(1000W/m2)
P

PV
i ,∀i ∈ �G

PV , ϕ, t (20)416

∣∣QPV
i,ϕ,t

∣∣ ≤
√
(
SPV

i

)2 −
(

P̂PV
i,t

)2
,∀i ∈ �PV\�G

PV , ϕ, t (21)417

∣∣QPV
i,ϕ,t

∣∣ ≤ Xi,t

√
(
SPV

i

)2 −
(

P̂PV
i,t

)2
,∀i ∈ �G

PV , ϕ, t418

where P̂PV
i,t = Iri,t

(1000W/m2)
P

PV
i (22)419

PVs of types �H
PV and �C

PV are able to disconnect from420

the grid and serve the on-site load. On the other hand, on-421

grid PVs are disconnected and the on-site load is not served422

by the PVs during an outage, therefore, the right-hand side423

in (20) and (22) are multiplied by Xi. Note that |f (x)| ≤ x is424

equivalent to −x ≤ f (x) ≤ x.425

2) PV Connectivity: In this paper, we assume that the426

network can be restored using the grid-forming sources in427

�C
PV ∪ �G ∪ �Sub. A PV of type �G

PV or �H
PV can connect428

to the grid only after the PV bus is energized. Consider the429

network shown in Fig. 1. Due to a line damage, the network430

is divided into four islands. Island A can be energized by431

the substation, therefore, the PV at bus 10 can be connected432

with the grid. Island B must be isolated because of the dam-433

aged line. Island C does not have any grid-forming generators;434

hence, it will not be active and the grid-tied PV will be discon-435

nected. However, the PV+BESS system at bus 7 can energize436

the local load. Island D can be energized by the grid-forming437

PV+BESS system at bus 4.438

The connectivity constraints of the PVs are represented by439

constraints (23)-(26). The idea of the approach is to use virtual440

sources, loads, and flow to identify the energized buses in441

the network. The constraints for the virtual framework are442

Fig. 1. A single line diagram of a network with one damaged line.

Fig. 2. A virtual network created for the network shown in Fig. 1.

formulated as follows: 443

vS
i,t +

∑

k∈K(.,i)

vf
k,t = Xi,t +

∑

k∈K(i,.)

vf
k,t,∀i, t (23) 444

∑

∀t

vS
i,t = 0,∀i ∈ �B\

{
�C

PV ∪ �G ∪ �Sub

}
(24) 445

−uk,tM ≤ vf
k,t ≤ uk,tM,∀k ∈ �K, t (25) 446

Xi,t ≥ yi,t,∀i ∈ �B\
{
�G ∪ �C

PV ∪ �H
PV

}
, t (26) 447

To identify whether an island is energized by grid-forming 448

generators or not, we create a virtual network. First, each grid- 449

forming generator is replaced by a virtual source/generator 450

with infinite capacity. Other power sources without grid- 451

forming capability (e.g., grid-tied PVs) are removed. Also, 452

virtual loads with magnitude of 1 are placed on each bus, and 453

the actual loads are removed. For example, the network shown 454

in Fig. 1 is transformed to the network shown in Fig. 2. In 455

the mathematical model, we add a node-balance equation for 456

each virtual bus. If the virtual load at a bus is served, then that 457

bus is energized. Therefore, for islands without grid-forming 458

generators, all buses will be de-energized as the virtual loads 459

in the island cannot be served. Constraint (23) is the node bal- 460

ance constraint for the virtual network. Constraints (24) states 461

that buses without grid-forming power generators do not have 462

virtual sources. The variable vf
k represents the virtual flow on 463

line k and each bus is given a load of 1 that is multiplied by 464

Xi. Therefore, Xi = 1 (bus i is energized) if the virtual load 465

can be served by a virtual source and 0 (bus i is de-energized) 466

otherwise. The virtual flow limits are defined in (25). If bus i 467

is de-energized, then the load must be shed (26), unless bus i 468

has a local power source. 469
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G. BESS470

0 ≤ Pch
i,ϕ,t ≤ uES

i,t P
ch
i , ∀i ∈ �ES, ϕ, t (27)471

0 ≤ Pdch
i,ϕ,t ≤ (1 − uES

i,t )P
dch
i ,∀i ∈ �ES, ϕ, t (28)472

ES
i,t = ES

i,t−1 + �t

⎛

⎝ηc

∑

∀ϕ

Pch
i,ϕ,t −

∑
∀ϕ Pdch

i,ϕ,t

ηd

⎞

⎠,∀i ∈ �ES, t473

(29)474

ES
i ≤ ES

i,t ≤ E
S
i ,∀i ∈ �ES, t (30)475

(
QES

i,ϕ,t

)2 +
(

Pch
i,ϕ,t + Pdch

i,ϕ,t

)2 ≤
(

SES
i

)2
,∀i ∈ �ES, ϕ, t (31)476

Binary variable uES represents the charging (1) and dis-477

charging (0) state of the BESS. Limits on the charge and478

discharge powers are imposed using constraints (27) and (28),479

respectively. Constraint (29) represents the dynamic state of480

energy for each BESS, where the efficiencies ηc and ηd are481

assumed to be 0.95. The energy is limited to a minimum and482

maximum value in (30). ES
i,t is assumed to be between 0.2483

and 0.9 of the rated capacity in this paper. The active and484

reactive power should not exceed the rating of the BESS, as485

enforced by (31) [30]. Constraint (31) is quadratic, therefore, it486

is linearized using the circular constraint linearization method487

presented in [31]. Subsequently, constraint (31) is replaced488

by (31a)-(31c).489

−SES
i ≤ QES

i,ϕ,t ≤ SES
i ,∀i ∈ �ES, ϕ, t (31a)490

∣∣∣
(

Pch
i,ϕ,t + Pdch

i,ϕ,t

)
+ QES

i,ϕ,t

∣∣∣ ≤ √
2SES

i ,∀i ∈ �ES, ϕ, t (31b)491

∣∣∣
(

Pch
i,ϕ,t + Pdch

i,ϕ,t

)
− QES

i,ϕ,t

∣∣∣ ≤ √
2SES

i ,∀i ∈ �ES, ϕ, t. (31c)492

H. Routing Constraints493

The routing problem can be defined by a complete graph494

with nodes and edges G(N, E). The node set N in the undi-495

rected graph contains the depot and damaged components,496

and the edge set E = {(m, n)|m, n ∈ N; m 	= n} represents the497

edges connecting each two components. The graph G can be498

obtained from a transportation network (Ĝ). Transportation499

networks can be represented by nodes (depots, damaged com-500

ponents, intersection nodes) and paths connecting the nodes.501

Consider the transportation network shown in Fig. 3a, where502

there are two damaged components and one depot. The503

information that is required by the DSRRP model is the504

travel time between the damaged components and the depot.505

Therefore, we can convert Ĝ to the network G shown in Fig. 3b506

by finding the shortest paths between damaged components507

and the depot [32], which can be obtained using shortest path508

algorithms such as Dijkstra’s algorithm [33]. In the example509

shown in Fig. 3, the shortest path between the depot and dam-510

aged component A has a total length of 3 units. Therefore, the511

depot is connected directly to damaged component A in G with512

a length of 3 units. The same procedure is conducted to form513

the rest of the network G. If a path between two nodes in Ĝ is514

completely blocked or severely damaged, then the travel time515

of the path can be set to a large value |T|, where T is the516

time horizon. In practice, utilities use geographic information517

Fig. 3. Example of (a) a transportation network transformed to (b) graph G
for the crew routing model.

system (GIS) software to map the distribution network. Real- 518

time data about road conditions, location of the crews, and 519

status of the components are fed into the GIS. The utilities 520

can then use the GIS to estimate the travel times. 521

Our purpose is to find an optimal route for each crew to 522

reach the damaged components. The value of xm,n,c determines 523

whether the path crew c travels includes the edge (m, n) with m 524

preceding n. The routing constraints for the first stage problem 525

are formulated as follows: 526

∑

∀m∈N

xφ0
c ,m,c = 1,∀c (32) 527

∑

∀m∈N

xm,φ1
c ,c = 1,∀c (33) 528

∑

∀n∈N\{m}
xm,n,c −

∑

∀n∈N\{m}
xn,m,c = 0,∀c, m ∈ N\

{
φ0

c , φ1
c

}
(34) 529

∑

∀c∈CL

∑

∀m∈N\{n}
xm,n,c = 1,∀n ∈ �DK (35) 530

∑

∀c∈CT

∑

∀m∈N\{n}
xm,n,c = 1,∀n ∈ �DT (36) 531

Constraint (32)-(33) guarantee that each crew starts and ends 532

its route at the defined start (φ0
c ) and end (φ1

c ) locations. 533

Constraint (34) is the flow conservation constraint; i.e., once 534

a crew arrives at a damaged component, the crew moves to 535

the next location after finishing the repairs. Constraint (35) 536

ensures that each damaged component is repaired by only one 537

line crews, while (36) ensures that each damaged component 538

that needs removing a fallen tree first, is assigned to one tree 539

crew. 540

I. Arrival Time 541

αm,c + Tm,c + trm,n − (
1 − xm,n,c

)
M ≤ αn,c 542

∀m ∈ N\{φ1
c }, n ∈ N\

{
φ0

c , m
}
, c (37) 543

∑

c∈CL

αm,c ≥
∑

c∈CT

αm,c + Tm,c

∑

∀n∈N

xm,n,c,∀m ∈ �DT (38) 544

Constraint (37) is used to calculate the arrival time (the time 545

when crew c starts repairing component m) for each crew at 546

each damaged component. For a crew that travels from dam- 547

aged component m to n, αn,c equals αm,c +Tm,c + trm,n. Big M 548

is used to decouple the times to arrive at components m and n if 549

the crew does not travel from m to n. Constraint (38) indicates 550

that the line crews start repairing the damaged components 551

after the tree crews clear the obstacles. 552
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J. Resource and Pick Up Constraints553

ResD
w,r ≥

∑

∀c∈CL,φ0
c =w

ResC
c,φ0

c ,r +
∑

∀c∈CL

ResC
c,w,r, ∀w, r (39)554

∑

∀r

CapR
r Ec,m,r ≤ CapC

c , ∀m, c ∈ CL (40)555

∑

∀n∈N

xn,m,cRm,r ≤ Ec,m,r, ∀m, r, c ∈ CL (41)556

−M(1 − xm,n,c) ≤ Ec,m,r − Rm,r − Ec,n,r ≤ M(1 − xm,n,c),557

∀m ∈ N\{φ1
c }, n ∈ N\

{
φ0

c , m
}
, c ∈ CL, r558

(42)559

−M(1 − xw,n,c) ≤ Ec,w,r + ResC
c,w,r − Ec,n,r560

≤ M(1 − xw,n,c), ∀w, n ∈ N\
{
φ0

c , φ1
c , w

}
,561

c ∈ CL, r (43)562

−M
(

1 − xφ0
c ,n,c

)
≤ ResC

c,φ0
c ,r − Ec,n,r563

≤ M
(

1 − xφ0
c ,n,c

)
, ∀n ∈ N\

{
φ0

c

}
, c ∈ CL, r564

(44)565

Constraint (39) states that the total resources that the crews566

obtain from depot w must be less or equal to the amount of567

available resources in the depot. The amount of resources that568

a crew can carry must be limited by the crew’s capacity, which569

is realized by constraint (40). Constraint (41) indicates that the570

crews must have enough resources to repair the damaged com-571

ponents. Constraint (42) ensures that if a crew travels from572

m to n, then the resources that the crew have when arriv-573

ing at location n is Ec,n,r = Ec,m,r − Rm,r. If a crew goes574

to depot w to pick up supplies and travels to damaged com-575

ponent n, then Ec,n,r = Ec,w,r + ResC
c,w,r, which is enforced576

by (43). Constraint (44) ensures that the number of resources577

that the crew has at the first damaged component is equal to578

the resources obtained at the starting location.579

K. Restoration Time580

∑

∀t

fm,t = 1 , ∀m ∈ �D (45)581

∑

∀t

tfm,t ≥
∑

∀c

(
αm,c + Tm,c

∑

∀n∈N

xm,n,c

)
,∀m ∈ �D (46)582

0 ≤ αm,c ≤ M
∑

n∈N

xn,m,c, ∀m ∈ N\
{
φ0

c , φ1
c

}
, c (47)583

um,t =
t∑

τ=1

fm,τ , ∀m ∈ �DL, t (48)584

{f , x, u, y,X , γ } ∈ {0, 1}, {E, ResC} ≥ 0 (49)585

Constraints (45)-(48) are used to connect the crew schedul-586

ing and power operation problems. Let fm,t denote the time587

when the damaged component is repaired by the line crews,588

which equals 1 in one time interval as enforced by (45).589

Equation (46) determines the time when a damaged compo-590

nent is repaired by setting
∑

∀t tfm,t to be greater than or equal591

to αm,c + Tm,c of the crew assigned to damaged component592

m. Constraint (47) is used to set αm,c = 0 if crew c does not593

travel to component m, so it would not affect constraint (46). 594

Finally, constraint (48) indicates that the restored component 595

becomes available after it is repaired, and remains available in 596

all subsequent periods. For example, if fm,t = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0] 597

then um,t = [0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1]. 598

III. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 599

A three-stage algorithm for solving the combined routing 600

and distribution system operation problem is presented in this 601

section, where the stages are: assignment, initial solution, and 602

neighborhood search. Furthermore, to compare the developed 603

method with current practices, a priority-based method that 604

mimics the utilities’ scheduling procedures is developed. 605

A. Reoptimization Algorithm 606

1) Assignment: By assigning the damaged components to 607

the crews, the large VRP problem can be converted to multiple 608

small-size Travelling Salesman Problems (TSP) [34]. The 609

assignment problem is formulated as follows: 610

min LL + LT +
∑

∀c

∑

∀w

Pc,w + t̄r (50) 611

LL ≥
∑

∀m

AL
m,cTm,c,∀c ∈ CL (51) 612

LT ≥
∑

∀m

AT
m,cTm,c,∀c ∈ CT (52) 613

∑

∀c∈CL

AL
m,c = 1,∀m ∈ �DK (53) 614

∑

∀c∈CT

AT
m,c = 1,∀m ∈ �DK (54) 615

∑

∀r

CapR
r ResC

c,w,r ≤ (δw,c + zw,c)CapC
c ,∀w, c ∈ CL (55) 616

zw,c ≤ δw,c,∀w, m, c ∈ CL (56) 617

Pc,w ≥ AL
m,ctrw,m − M(1 − zw,c),∀w, m, c ∈ CL (57) 618

∑

∀c∈CL

ResC
c,w,r ≤ ResD

w,r,∀w, r (58) 619

∑

∀w

ResC
c,w,r ≥

∑

∀m

AL
m,cRm,r,∀c ∈ CL, r (59) 620

t̄r ≥ trm,n
(
AL

m,c + AL
n,c − 1

)
,∀m, n, c ∈ CL (60) 621

t̄r ≥ trw,m
(
δw,c + AL

m,c − 1
)
,∀w, m, c ∈ CL (61) 622

t̄r ≥ trm,n
(
AT

m,c + AT
n,c − 1

)
,∀m, n, c ∈ CT (62) 623

t̄r ≥ trw,m
(
δw,c + AT

m,c − 1
)
,∀w, m, c ∈ CT (63) 624

{
AL/T , z

} ∈ {0, 1}, {P, ResC} ≥ 0 (64) 625

The objective (50) consists of four parts. The first two terms 626

minimize the expected time of the last repair for the line 627

crews (LL) and tree crews (LT ). The variables LL and LT
628

are defined in constraints (51) and (52), respectively. The third 629

term in (50) is a penalty cost used to limit the number of times 630

a crew goes back to the depot to pick up additional resources. 631

The fourth term t̄r is the maximum travel time for the crews. 632

Constraints (53)-(54) assign each damaged component to one 633

crew. The amount of resources a crew can carry is limited 634

by the crew’s capacity in (55). Binary variable zw,c is equal 635
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to 1 if a crew requires additional resources. In such case, the636

crew goes back to the depot to pick up the required resources.637

Constraint (56) states that the crews can go back to the depot638

they started from. We set the penalty term Pw,c to be equal to639

the maximum travel time between the depot and the assigned640

damage components, as defined in (57). The big M constant641

is added so that the penalty term equals 0 if the crew does not642

go back to the depot for additional resources. The crews must643

use the resources available in the depot as enforced by (58).644

Constraint (59) indicates that the number of resources crew c645

has should be enough to repair the assigned damaged compo-646

nents. Constraints (60)-(63) are used to identify the maximum647

travel time between the damaged components that are assigned648

to each crew. If components m and n are assigned to crew c,649

then t̄r ≥ trm,n.650

2) Initial Solution and Optimization: After assigning each651

damaged component to a crew, DSRRP is solved with the652

crews dispatched to the assigned components. Subsequently,653

a neighborhood search method is used to improve the ini-654

tial route. The optimization problem considered in this paper655

involves a dynamically changing environment due to the656

uncertainty of the repair time, solar irradiance, and demand.657

The repair time is updated periodically either by the repair658

crews or the damage assessors. Therefore, we apply the neigh-659

borhood search algorithm continuously and update the routing660

solution as more information is obtained. The advantage of661

this method is that it allows the algorithm to update the662

solution while the repair crews are repairing the lines, there-663

fore, loosening the time limit restriction. The pseudo-code664

for the proposed algorithm, referred to as the Reoptimization665

algorithm, is detailed in Algorithm 1.666

In Step 1, the assignment problem is solved using667

CPLEX [35] to obtain the binary variables AL
m,c and AT

m,c.668

These variables are used to find N(c), which is the set of dam-669

aged components assigned to crew c. For example, consider670

the set of damaged components �DK = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, if line671

crew 1 is assigned with damaged components 1 and 3, then672

AL
m,c = {1, 0, 1, 0, 0} and N(1) = {1, 3} ∪ �P. N(c) is found673

for each crew in Steps 2-7. Consequently, a simplified DSRRP674

is solved in Step 8 by allowing the crews to only repair the675

assigned damaged components. In Step 10, the obtained route676

x∗ and objective ζ ∗ are set to be the incumbent (current best677

solutions) route (x̄) and objective (ζ̄ ).678

Steps 11-29 represent the neighborhood search algorithm.679

The algorithm selects a subset of damaged components N̄,680

where N̄ ⊂ N, then removes the paths connected to N̄681

and sets the rest of the routes to be constant by forcing682

xm,n,c = x̄m,n,c,∀c, m ∈ N\N̄, n ∈ N\N̄. Afterwards,683

DSRRP is solved to obtain an improved solution, the process684

is demonstrated in Fig. 4, where |N̄| = 3.685

Steps 12 and 13 initialize a counter and the sample size686

(ss), respectively. In Step 15, the subset N̄ is determined by687

randomly selecting ss nodes from N. The parameters ss0, h1,688

and h2 are constants used to tune the algorithm. The value of689

ss0 determines the size of the subset N̄ in the first iteration.690

The size of N̄ is increased after h1 iterations with no change to691

the objective, and the neighborhood search algorithm is termi-692

nated after h1 + h2 iterations with no change to the objective.693

Algorithm 1 Reoptimization Algorithm for DSRRP
Obtain the location of the outages from the damage assessors.

1: solve using CPLEX {Assignment}
(AL, AT ) = arg min{(50)|s.t. (51)-(64)}

2: for all c ∈ CL do
3: N(c) = {m|∀m ∈ �DK , AL

m,c = 1} ∪ �P
4: end for
5: for all c ∈ CT do
6: N(c) = {m|∀m ∈ �DT , AT

m,c = 1} ∪ �P
7: end for
8: solve using CPLEX (time limit = 300 s) {Assignment-DSRRP}

ζ∗ = min{(1)|s.t. (2)-(49),
∑

n∈N(c) xm,n,c = 1, ∀c, m ∈ N(c)}
9: obtain solution x∗ and objective ζ∗

10: let x̄ = x∗ and ζ̄ = ζ∗
11: repeat
12: set count = 0
13: set ss = ss0 {sample size}
14: while time limit is not surpassed do {Neighborhood Search}
15: let N̄ = sample(N, ss), where N̄ ⊂ N and |N̄| = ss.
16: solve using CPLEX (time limit = 120 s) with warm start

ζ∗ = min{(1)|s.t. (2)-(49), xm,n,c = x̄m,n,c,∀c, m ∈
N\N̄, n ∈ N\N̄}

17: obtain x∗ and objective ζ∗
18: if ζ∗ < ζ̄ then
19: set x̄ = x∗; ζ̄ = ζ∗; count = 0
20: else
21: count = count + 1
22: end if
23: if ss = |N| then break {solution is optimal}
24: if count = h1 then ss = ss + 1
25: if count = h1 + h2 then break
26: end while
27: dispatch crews and set the traveled path as constant
28: update the repair time and return to Step 11
29: until all lines are repaired

Fig. 4. A single iteration of the neighborhood search, with |N̄| = 3.

In this paper, ss0 is set to be 3, as selecting 1 damaged com- 694

ponent will not change the route, and selecting 2 has minimal 695

impact on the route. The values of h1 and h2 were determined 696

experimentally using several test cases, both h1 and h2 equal 3. 697

The DSRRP is solved in Step 16 with parts of the route set 698

as constant. To obtain a fast solution, we warm start (provide 699

a starting point) CPLEX by using the incumbent solution and 700

enforce a time limit of 120 seconds for each iteration. The 701

objective value ζ ∗ obtained from Step 16 is compared to the 702

current incumbent solution ζ̄ . If the value is improved, we set 703

ζ ∗ and x∗ as the current incumbent solutions and update the 704

counter, otherwise, the counter increases by one. The process 705

is repeated until the counter reaches h1, where we increase the 706

size of the subset in Step 24. If the sample size is |N|; i.e., 707

the complete problem is solved without simplification, then 708

the solution is optimal and the neighborhood search stops. 709
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Fig. 5. Dynamic vehicle routing problem.

Fig. 6. Flow chart of the Reoptimization algorithm.

Also, the search ends once the counter reaches h1 + h2, or if710

the time limit is reached. The crews are then dispatched to711

the damaged components, and the traveled paths are set as712

constants in the optimization problem. After that, the repair713

time is updated and Steps 14-26 are repeated to update the714

route, as shown in Fig. 5. The idea of the dynamic approach715

is to run Steps 14-26 while maintaining the best solution in an716

adaptive memory. Once the operator receives an update from717

the field, the neighborhood search is restarted with the newly718

acquired information. Whenever a crew finishes repairing the719

assigned damaged component, the crew is provided with the720

current best route x̄. A flowchart for the proposed algorithm721

is presented in Fig. 6.722

B. Priority-Based Method723

In general, utilities schedule the repair using a defined724

restoration priority lists. To compare the proposed approach725

to current practices, a priority-based method is developed to726

replicate the procedure that the utilities follow. Each utility727

has its own priority list but it can be generally summarized as728

follows [36].729

1) Repair lines connected to high-priority customers. 730

2) Repair three-phase lines starting with upstream lines. 731

3) Repair single phase lines and individual customers. 732

Define Lp as the set of lines to repair with priority p, and wp 733

is a weighting factor, where w1 > w2 > w3 (e.g., w1 = 10, 734

w2 = 5, w3 = 1). L1 contains the lines that must be repaired to 735

restore critical customers, L2 represents the three-phase lines 736

not in L1, and L3 represents the rest of the lines. The following 737

routing model is solved to find the repair schedule by utilizing 738

the priority of each line, as follows: 739

xp = arg min

⎧
⎨

⎩
∑

∀p

∑

∀k∈Lp

∑

∀c∈CL

wpαc,k|s.t. (23)-(38)

⎫
⎬

⎭ (65) 740

The objective of (65) is to minimize the arrival time 741

of the line crews at each damaged components, while 742

prioritizing the high-priority lines through multiplying the 743

arrival time by the weight wp. The priority-based model is 744

similar to DSRRP, but without the power operation con- 745

straints. However, it is still difficult to solve directly in 746

a short time using a commercial solver such as CPLEX. 747

Therefore, the same procedure presented in Algorithm 1 748

is used to solve (65). After obtaining the route xp, the 749

DSRRP problem is solved by setting x = xp; i.e., we solve 750

min{(1)| s.t. (2)-(40), xm,n,c = xp
m,n,c,∀c, m, n}. 751

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 752

Modified IEEE 123- and 8500-bus distribution feeders 753

are used as test cases for the DSRRP problem. Detailed 754

information on the networks can be found in [37] and [38]. 755

Since transportation networks data for the IEEE 123- and 756

8500-bus test cases are not available, the network G and the 757

travel times are simulated by using the Euclidean distance [14]. 758

The average speed of the crews is assumed to be 35 mph 759

in the simulated problems. The travel time is calculated by 760

dividing the Euclidean distances between all nodes by the 761

speed of the crews. We then scale the travel time such that the 762

travel time between the two furthest locations equals 2 hours. 763

The x-coordinates and y-coordinates for the IEEE 123- and 764

8500-bus test cases can be found in [37] and [38], respectively. 765

We assume that there is an available path to each damaged 766

component.. 767

The IEEE 123-bus feeder, shown in Fig. 7, is modified by 768

including 4 dispatchable DGs, 18 new switches, 5 PVs and 2 769

BESSs. The 4 DGs are rated at 300 kW and 250 kVAr. PVs 770

in On-grid and hybrid systems are rated at 50 kW, and the PV 771

at bus 62 is rated at 900 kW. The forecasted solar irradiance 772

used in the simulation is presented in Fig. 8, which is obtained 773

from the National Solar Radiation Data Base (NSRDB) [39]. 774

The data in Fig. 8 represent the solar irradiance at a location 775

impacted by Hurricane Matthew. The BESSs at bus 2 and 776

62 are rated at 50 kW/132 kWh and 500 kW/ 2100 kWh, 777

respectively. Fig. 9 shows the load shedding costs of each 778

load. The problems of optimally allocating the resources, DGs, 779

or switches, are out of the scope of this paper. We assume 780

there are 3 depots, 6 line crews distributed equally between 781

the depots, and 4 tree crews with 2 located in Depot 2 and 782

and 1 tree crew in each of the other depots. The time step in 783
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Fig. 7. Initial state of the distribution network after 14 lines are damaged.

Fig. 8. Solar irradiance for the PV systems in the simulation [39].

Fig. 9. The load shedding cost in $/kWh of each load in the simulation.

the simulation is 1 hour. The simulated problem is modeled in784

AMPL and solved using CPLEX 12.6.0.0 on a PC with Intel785

Core i7-4790 3.6 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM.786

A. DSRRP Solution Comparison787

The repair and restoration problem is solved using788

five methods: 1) a cluster-first DSRRP-second (C-DSRRP)789

approach presented in [15], the method clusters the damaged790

components to the depot, then solves DSRRP; 2) the priority-791

based method presented in Section III-B; 3) an assignment-792

based method where the damaged components are assigned to793

the crews, then DSRRP is solved (A-DSRRP), which is simi-794

lar to Steps 1-8 in Algorithm 1; 4) Reoptimization algorithm;795

5) CPLEX with warm start using the Reoptimization algorithm796

solution.797

Once an outage occurs, the distribution network is reconfig-798

ured, and the DGs are dispatched to restore as many customers799

TABLE I
THE RESOURCES AND TIME REQUIRED TO REPAIR THE DAMAGES

TABLE II
A COMPARISON BETWEEN FOUR METHODS FOR

THE IEEE 123-BUS SYSTEM

as possible, before conducting the repairs. A random event is 800

generated on the IEEE 123-bus system, where 14 lines are 801

damaged, four of which are damaged by trees. Fig. 7 shows 802

the recovery operation of the distribution system to the out- 803

ages before the repairs; i.e., the state of the system at time 804

t = 0. The solution shown in Fig. 7 is obtained regardless 805

of the solution algorithm used, as the algorithms will only 806

affect the repair schedule and the network operation during the 807

repairs. Before the outage, all switches are closed except 151- 808

300 and 54-94. Since line 7-8 is damaged, the circuit breaker 809

at the substation is opened. Sectionalizer 28-168 is switched 810

off, forming a small microgrid, to serve the loads at buses 811

28 to 30. Similarly, switches 44-165, 77-172, 97-174, 97-197, 812

108-175 and 108-176 are opened and 151-300 is closed to 813

form additional microgrids using the DGs in the network. 814

Switches 60-160 and 60-169 are opened so that the PV+BESS 815

at bus 62 can form a microgrid. The battery at bus 2 can serve 816

the local load in the first few hours after the damage. The 817

repair/tree-clearing times and required resources are given in 818

Table I. The estimated repair time is assumed to be accurate. 819

It is assumed that each crew can carry 30 units of resources, 820

and the required capacities (CapR
r ) for the 6 types of resources 821

are {3, 2.5, 2, 1, 4, 1}. A summary of the results and perfor- 822

mances of different solution methods is shown in Table II. 823

The time limit is set to be 3600 seconds [40] for all methods 824

except for the last one (CPLEX with a warm start) in order to 825

find the optimal solution. 826

The fifth column in Table II is the amount of energy 827

served, and the sixth column (restoration time) is the time 828

when all loads are restored. The assignment-based approach 829
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Fig. 10. Percentage of load served at each time step.

TABLE III
THREE TEST CASES SOLVED USING THE REOPTIMIZATION AND

PRIORITY-BASED METHODS

(A-DSRRP) is the fastest but the solution is not optimal, neigh-830

borhood search in the Reoptimization algorithm improved831

the routing solution and obtained the best repair schedule.832

To obtain the optimal solution, the route obtained from the833

proposed method is used to warm start CPLEX and solve834

DSRRP. CPLEX showed that the solution obtained from the835

Reoptimization algorithm is optimal. C-DSRRP reached the836

time limit but produced a feasible solution with 21.16%837

optimality gap, while the priority-based method achieved an838

objective value which is $29,902 higher than the optimal solu-839

tion. The change in percentage of load served for each method840

is shown in Fig. 10. The proposed algorithm outperformed the841

other methods.842

Next, we compare the Reoptimization algorithm with the843

priority-based method using three different damage scenar-844

ios on the IEEE 123-bus system. The simulation results are845

shown in Table III. The proposed method outperforms the846

priority-based method in all instances with comparable com-847

putation times. The results show how the proposed algorithm848

can achieve near-optimal solutions, and indicate the impor-849

tance of co-optimizing repair scheduling and the operation of850

the distribution system. For the first test case, the algorithm851

achieved the optimal solution, while the optimality gap for the852

priority-based method is 2.98%. The Reoptimization algorithm853

achieved solutions that are approximately 11% and 17% less854

than the priority-based method for the second and third test855

cases, respectively.856

B. Dynamic DSRRP857

In practice, the crew repair time is continuously changing.858

Moreover, the dispatch commands must be issued as fast as859

possible to reduce the outage duration. Therefore, the DSRRP860

must be solved efficiently and the solutions should be dynam-861

ically updated according to the current crew repair time. To862

simulate the change in repair time, it is assumed that once863

a crew reaches the damaged component, the repair time is864

updated to its actual value by adding a random number from865

the continuous uniform distribution on [−2, 2] to the estimated866

TABLE IV
ROUTING SOLUTION FOR THE DYNAMIC 123-BUS TEST CASE

TABLE V
EVENT TIMELINE FOR THE IEEE 123-BUS DYNAMIC TEST CASE

time. For example, once crew 1 arrives at line 7-8, the repair 867

time is changed from 2.5 to 3 hours. Similarly, the solar irra- 868

diance is updated by adding ±5% to the forecasted value. The 869

time limit at Step 14 in Algorithm 1 is set to be 15 minutes 870

after the first dispatch, so that the repair time is updated every 871

15 minutes. While the crews are repairing the damaged com- 872

ponents, the neighborhood search algorithm keeps searching 873

for a better solution, and the crews are dispatched using the 874

incumbent solution. 875

The complete route is given in Table IV. The total cost is 876

$192,694, and the total energy served is 64.7 MWh. Table V 877

shows the timeline of events after solving DSRRP, where 878

all loads are restored after 8 hours. The initial states of the 879

switches are shown in Fig. 7, and the subsequent switching 880

operations are given in Table V. The 3-phase output of the DGs 881

and the substation are shown in Fig. 11, and Fig. 12 shows 882

the output of the PVs and BESSs. Crew 5 repairs line 38-39 883

and switch 18-135 is opened and 44-165 is closed to restore 884

the loads at buses 35 to 46. Once line 113-114, is repaired 885

by tree crew 10 and line crew 4, switch 108-174 is closed to 886

restore the loads at buses 109 to 114. After repairing line 7-8 in 887

time step 4, the CB is closed and the network starts to receive 888

power from the substation. Switches 13-163 and 13-164 are 889

opened to keep lines 15-17, 18-19, and 27-33 isolated. Loads 890

at buses 52 to 59 are restored after repairing lines 54-57 and 891

58-59. 8 loads are restored after repairing lines 15-17 and 892
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Fig. 11. The 3-phase active power delivered by the DGs and substation.

Fig. 12. The active power delivered by the PVs and BESSs.

Fig. 13. Modified IEEE 8500-bus system with 35 damaged lines.

105-106. After 6 hours, the loads around depot 1 are restored893

after repairing line 18-19 and closing switch 13-163. Finally,894

all loads are restored after 8 hours once lines 76-86, 91-93,895

and 93-95 are repaired. Switch 151-300 is opened and 18-135896

is closed to return the network to its original configuration,897

and the substation can serve all loads.898

C. Algorithm Scalability: IEEE 8500-Bus System899

The IEEE 8500-bus feeder test case is used to examine900

the scalability of the developed algorithm. The test system,901

shown in Fig. 13 [38], is modified by adding five DGs and902

five PV systems. The test case has 35 damaged lines, 15 of903

which are tree induced. We assume there are 3 depots, 12 line904

crews, and 8 tree crews. The DSRRP problem is solved using905

the Reoptmization algorithm and the priority-based method.906

A time limit of 15 minutes is imposed on the algorithms to907

obtain a solution for dispatching the crews to their first destina-908

tions. The total computation time of the priority-based method909

is 32 minutes (15 for initial dispatch + 17 for updating the910

Fig. 14. Percentage of load served at each time step for the IEEE 8500-bus
system.

routes), and the total computation time for the Reoptimization 911

algorithm is 40 minutes (15 for initial dispatch + 25 for updat- 912

ing the routes). The objective value is 10.2% lower using the 913

Reoptimization algorithm at $763,184, compared to $849,842 914

when using the priority-based method. Fig. 14 shows the per- 915

centage of load supplied for the two methods. The optimality 916

gap is not known as CPLEX with warm start could not con- 917

verge to the optimal solution after 24 hours. The simulation 918

results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method 919

and its ability to handle large cases within the time limits. 920

V. CONCLUSION 921

In this paper, a mathematical model that combines 3-phase 922

unbalanced distribution system operation, fault isolation and 923

restoration, PV and BESS systems operations, and resources 924

coordination is developed. The model included the coordina- 925

tion of line and tree crews as well as equipment pick up for 926

conducting the repairs. Also, a new framework for modeling 927

the connectivity of PV systems is designed. Furthermore, a 928

three-stage algorithm is developed with a newly designed 929

neighborhood search algorithm to iteratively improve the rout- 930

ing solution. The developed approach is able to restart when 931

the repair time is updated, and the crews are dispatched based 932

on the incumbent solution. Test results have shown that the 933

proposed algorithm can provide effective restoration plans 934

within the time limit. 935
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